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When you come to JLA Drafting you’ll usually already have an idea in your head about how 

you want your finished project to look.  You know what you need whether it’s more space, 

additional parking spaces, a reconfigured floor plan, or to lift your single storey 

Queenslander and build under.  You’ve seen some examples of what you want – online, 

down the street, in your friend’s house.   You’ve decided where you want it and now you 

have a passion for it. The next step is drawings. You’ll need to talk to a JLA Drafting.  They 

will tell you what is feasible after taking into account council regulations, recommended 

room/space sizes, and exterior outlook.  They’ll also suggest alternative or additional design 

ideas.  Once you are happy with the design intent, JLA Drafting will perform a detailed 

measurement of your property and prepare drawings for your project.  You’ll be able to see 

the progression of the drawings over the course of a few days to a couple of weeks 

(depending on the project).  Once the drawings are finished and you’re happy with the 

design, they can be sent for structural certification.  This is a mandatory step as the 

structural engineer will ensure that the structure will remain structurally sound for the 

lifetime of its use.  For a list of preferred Engineers click here They will issue a structural 

certificate which is necessary for the project to be certified.  The next step is certification. 

Once the first two steps are completed, you’re ready to send the drawings to a building 

certifier.  Their job is to ensure that the design complies with the appropriate building 

standards and council regulations.  They will assess the design and inform you of any 

planning issues that will need to be addressed, and submit any necessary council planning 

applications. They’ll perform a final inspection to ensure that the approved plans have been 

adhered to, and once happy that everything is in order, will issue a final certificate. 

Hamish Oudney QBCC Licence No 1233732 Brisbane & Gold Coast Phone: 0448611177 

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, HERE IS WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY 

"Both have a great customer focus on initial discussions." Gary Smith. February 8, 2017 

"Hamish from JLA Drafting was easy to talk to and provided good ideas for the carport. 

Happy to recommend!" David Swinburn.  September 21, 2016 

"Hamish of JLA Drafting did a Great job. He was on time and very affordable. I'm 

"Happy to recommend,easy,no fuss a job well done at a fair price,Very happy with 

happy with the service." Bernadette Givney. August 23, 2016 

the service. Thank you Hamish :)" Andrew Young. July 2, 2016 

"Hamish was punctual at all times, he understood the brief completely, asked intelligent 

questions when required and provided me with an excellent design, fit for purpose. I would 

have no hesitation in recommending him to anyone else and will seek his services again." 



Peter Mckean. July 4, 2016  "A very professionally run business. Very punctual, polite and to 

their word and timings. Willing to assist beyond expected scope.  No hesitation in 

recommending them to anybody." Rod Wallis  April 12, 2016  "Hamish of JLA Drafting 

provided a propmt and value for money service. Kept us well informed and would not 

hesitate to recommend, could not be happier with the outcome.  Thank you" Bernadette 

Givney  July 18, 2016 

"Hamish of JLA Drafting was very helpful and he made the job easy for me. I was satisfied 

with the outcome of the drafting job." Charlene.  February 20, 2015 

"He's been pretty good and he always come on time, all positive." Michael kukucka  June 19, 

2015 

"JLA Drafting were professional, friendly and prompt. They were straightforward. I would be 

happy to recommend them to anyone." Erin Mcdonnell February 20, 2015 

"JLA Drafting were on time. The drafting job they did was good and it was exactly as I 

requested." Luke Beaumont  January 12, 2015 

"JLA Drafting were excellent. I'm very satisfied with what they did with the drafts for our 

carport and deck. They are customer focused and did not ask for additional cost. I would 

recommend them!" Lucy Thompson  January 12, 2015 

"Hamish has been wonderful with us, and always considers our opinion and feedback. His 

work is very professional." Sasha Brisk.  November 21, 2014 

"It was excellent. They were prompt and they were efficient.They were easy to discuss what 

we wanted with and they also made a follow through. We are happy with the results." 

Kathy Dawson. November 27, 2014 

"Hamish was amazing was very impressed with his work, mannerism, work done to deadline 

& price. I would highly recommend Hamish to anyone," Collen.  November 3, 2014 

"He was very good to work with! Made amendments where we needed, and was very 

competitive with his pricing." Michael Downing September 12, 2014 

"I would like to thank Hamish for contacting me so promptly & coming out on the weekend 

to look & measure up the job. Hamish contacted me with a quote for the job within a couple 

of days which we accepted & as Hamish promised he delivered our plans on time. He was 

available to contact easily & kept us informed. I would highly recommend JLA Drafting to 

anyone who needs Drafting work done." Colleen. October 30, 2014 


